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This poem was the keystone of an art exhibit in Nashville in The best insurance for that, simply, Is a
tattle-tale heart. Some of the poems are epigrammatic and tongue-in-cheek: Promises of heaven, prospects of
below. There he began to write extensively on the Key West experience. An Indigenous Journal, followed the
next year by a return to journalism with the expansive features on Tennessee Williams and Richard Wilbur in
the same publication. He continued his poetic offerings, but added in this collection short fiction as well.
Emotion is tempered, unlike that of modernist Wallace Stevens in whose "Farewell to Florida" a century ago "
Key West sank downward under massive clouds," and who "hates the weathery yawl" and "the vivid blooms"
of that city. Like "Johnny Bible " this poem brings us closest to the heart of the man who writes the words.
This book departed from his usual fare by being patently autobiographical, detailing the experience of being a
co-dependent with a lover on cocaine. Completely in verse diary form, the book is strongly revealing and
descriptive. The poems detail the freshness of a new relationship, romance; then the succeeding adverse
effects of drug addiction. Was he ever mine? Was he ever his himself To give for me? The book also contains
a substantial appendix, listing the work Ernest Hemingway wrote while living in Key West from to The book
serves a juvenile audience, while also maintaining an adult readership for the Hemingway trivia presented.
The book is divided into three sections. The last section is notable in that it is similar to the last section of the
earlier Dandelion Dreams and Other Poems, where he speaks extensively on subjects such as faith and doubt.
Rainer Maria Rilke plays a considerable influence on this work, as Steinhardt dissects and searches for the
meaning of life. These included biographical remarks pertaining to several St. Louis authors such as Howard
Nemerov and Tennessee Williams. Presently Steinhardt is writing almost exclusively fiction, and divides his
time between Florida and St. Bibliography[ edit ] The Painting Birds Voices: Poems from the Missouri
Heartland editor , B. Poems of Giacomo Leopardi editor Standing Pelican:
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Chapter 3 : Flower Love Poems - Love Poems and Poets
His second book, Dandelion Dreams and Other Poems, was a sponsored entrant for the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. He is
of the Imagist or Narrative school of poetry rejecting, for the most part, the Formalist approach to writing poetry.

Chapter 4 : Dandelion Poetry
Edward J. Steinhardt is the author of Dandelion Dreams And Other Poems ( avg rating, 1 rating, 1 review), Papa's Big
Fish ( avg rating, 0 ratings.

Chapter 5 : Edward Steinhardt - Edward Steinhardt Biography - Poem Hunter
Dandelion Dreams and Other Poems by Edward J. Steinhardt. Dormer Window Books, First. Paperback. Used:Good.

Chapter 6 : Dandelion Dream - Poem by SKAT A
Become a Premium Member and post notes and photos about your poem like SKAT A. -Dandelion Dream- I stand close
with a fistful of flowers My tiny bouquet made of dandelion dreams They fade with one gush from the wind I stand close
with a fistful of flowers Holding on tight to jagged leaves Sprinkles.

Chapter 7 : 'Dandelion' poems - Hello Poetry
The book Dandelion Dreams and Other Poems () was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. 'Skilled, tasteful and delicate in
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feeling.' (-Howard Nemerov, on the poetry of Edward Steinhardt).

Chapter 8 : Daffodil Dancer Dandelion Dreams Poem by Susan Lacovara - Poem Hunter
Poems. Slams. O Captain, My Captain Scholarship Slam So I can reach my dandelion dreams. But the moon is rising
high above, And stars grow, Other Poems by.

Chapter 9 : Her Dandelion's Dream by Liam C Calhoun - Hello Poetry
Noted American poet Edward Steinhardt reads his poem, "The Shadowlands," from his second book, "Dandelion
Dreams and Other Poems," copyright
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